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On December 2, the FAA introduced some amendments to NOTAMS. Amongst these revisions, was a
change to the meaning of the acronym ‘NOTAM’ to create more inclusive terminology.

The acronym change has been stealing the limelight from the other revisions, so we thought we would
take a look at what the other changes are, and what the overall impact might be for you when reading
NOTAMS.

ICAO Standards

There have been various revisions to terminology used within NOTAMS, in order to bring the FAA issued
ones more in line with that of ICAO.

Braking action will no longer be termed as “good”

Which is good, because ‘good’ doesn’t really mean an awful lot. What’s good for one aircraft might not be
for the next. This is part of an update in Change to Field Conditions (FICON) reporting and a second
change is that FICONs will not be issued for closed runways.

This is in line with the new Global Reporting Format for runways which ICAO brought into force in
November 2021.

“Unserviceable” is being clarified

Where certain systems are not functional, the impact of this on the primary systems which they are a
component of will be identified. For example, if the runway alignment lights are u/s a NOTAM stating this
doesn’t give us much information on what the reduced condition of the full ALS is. So NOTAMS will
clarify this better.

https://ops.group/blog/faa-notam-change-its-not-all-about-the-missions/
https://ops.group/blog/faa-notam-change-its-not-all-about-the-missions/
https://ops.group/blog/global-reporting-format/


Housekeeping

KLAS/Las Vegas’ (formerly known as) McCarran airport has had its name change added into
the system. It is now known in NOTAMs as Harry Reid.

ASOS and AWOS automated weather systems are now treated the same in NOTAMs. For info,
AWOS is an automated weather observing system which provides continuous real time info
and report and which can be fully configured while ASOS is an “all in one” Automated Surface
Observing System which also provides continuous weather reports.

The Acronym

Because it is getting so much attention, we figured we would add a little perspective here on it.

A NOTAM is still a NOTAM. We’ve not heard anyone ever call it anything except that. But what it stands
for has changed – rather than Notices to Airmen, it now stands for Notices to Air Missions.

A very quick history lesson on the NOTAM – they first came into being in 1947 after the Convention on
International Civil Aviation. There was even a special NOTAM meeting in 1949 which was when AIS really
came into being. But NOTAMs themselves actually originated from the older Notice to Mariner system,
set up for navigational safety in the seas. Later, SNOWTAMs came into being (1968) and then they
branched out into ASHTAMs (1980s). 



Here is an old Notice to Mariner, or NOM if you prefer.

What I find interesting with the NOM is just how close this one (written in 1858) is to some of our modern
day NOTAMs. All wordy and full of complex and confusing bearing to work out, similar to the Lat/Long ones
we see nowadays.



Anyway, why the change in terminology? Well, because ‘Airmen’ is not very inclusive of any other
gender. Now, a lot of folk feel this change is unnecessary and we aren’t going to weigh in on either side. All
we have to say on the matter is:

If you don’t think it is necessary – it doesn’t actually impact anything. Keep calling them
NOTAMS like you always did.

If you do think it’s necessary – hopefully this is a step towards everyone feeling that aviation is
inclusive.

If you are looking for further discussion on the FAA’s move to gender neutral language then you can find a
link here to the FAA ‘Medium’ page where the discuss this.

JO 7930.2S CHG 2

Who is Jo? Actually, it is the official FAA notice of change which you can find here.

Here are the full list of changes pages:

https://medium.com/faa/removing-the-man-from-unmanned-aviation-bfa1855f59db
https://medium.com/faa/removing-the-man-from-unmanned-aviation-bfa1855f59db
https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Order/7930.2S_Chg_2_dtd_12-2-21.pdf


The list of changes, some very minor

 



The text on the ‘alignment’ to ICAO which covers most of the big changes.

The Impact?

Well, not a tremendous amount overall. The acronyms is worth knowing about to avoid confusion should
you ever see it written in full, while the move to more ICAO standard terminology will hopefully bring a
little more clarity and standardisation to NOTAMs for any international operators.


